A great opportunity to get a taste of current debates on AI Ethics at an international level – with the chance to try out interdisciplinary scientific work in a European setting!
WHAT AWAITS YOU

You learn **basic technical knowledge about AI** & get to know **basics of AI ethics**.

In **intensive workshop sessions**, you engage in **case-based** ethical thinking & collaboratively develop practical solutions.

You'll enjoy **great discussions** with high-level AI ethics experts & other stakeholders.

Additionally, you can expect a **rich cultural program**!

KEY FACTS

**Date:** 20-26 June 2022

**Location:** UPM, Madrid

Travel & Accommodation fees are fully covered by EELISA.

Only 10 seats available!

MORE INFO

**REGISTER VIA MAIL TO:**
Hannah.Bleher@fau.de / eva.maria.hille@fau.de

**APPLICATION DEADLINE:**
Friday, March 18, 2022

#ETHICSUMMER  #KNOWLEDGETOGOPLACES